
February 10, 2017

Re: Discover Card

To Whom This May Concern,

Discovers’ current response is a cut and paste of their previous response.  Yes, I discontinued the 
conversation due to my lack to trust in Discover, and for fear they were taping the call so they could 
manipulate it later.

I am not sure if this is bribery, extortion, or some type of racketeering.  Discover Card has proof from 
Value City Furniture that the sofa was returned, and that VCF initially was going to refund Discover Card 
their money.

Based upon a phone conversation I had with billing, it is my understanding that Discover contacted VCF 
(after the credits were issued) regarding my complaint.  Since VCF did not respond to their inquiry 
Discover rescinded the credits and as of today February 17, 2017 those credits have not been reapplied.

I have also been advised, as a card holder, Discover offers three free plans for their customers who have 
had and/or problems with Discover vendors.  These plans are available to me as a card holder, price 
protection, purchase protection and return guarantee, with a maximum benefit of $500 each.  
Therefore, Discover should be issuing me a $1,500 credit since I qualify for all three categories.

Once again, it seems that Discover is not reviewing the information  I have provided over, and over 
again.  I submitted copies of two receipts $1,070.58 and $1,436.79, and Discover has never questioned 
my attachments.

I had hoped that Discover would have been my advocate in this situation with VCF.  It would be very 
easy for Discover to get their money back since VCF has an account with them, all they need to do is 
debit the account, but they would rather I pay them.

Again, I have no sofa, and I am out $2,000+.  At what dollar amount does this become grand larceny?

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Holloman


